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Dear colleagues,
 
COME VISIT US in sunny San Diego for the NRMCA
ConcreteWorks conference on September 25-27.
  

 
WE'RE IN BOOTH #13! 

WE ARE EXCITED to announce the appointment of our new
Application Specialist--Tim Doncaster--who will also attend
ConcreteWorks this year.
 

  
 
As Application Specialist at Sysdyne, Tim's primary focus will
be on our central dispatch related projects.  ConcreteGo.com is
the first and only cloud-based central dispatch solution for the
concrete industry in the U.S.
 
Tim brings with him 15 years of experience in the Ready Mix
& Construction Materials Industry. He has accumulated
extensive knowledge of batching, dispatching, quality control,
and production management. 



and production management. 
 
Before joining Sysdyne, Tim worked at Command Alkon as
Senior Project Manager for central dispatch implementations.
He has managed and supported projects involving POS,
Accounting, Truck Tracking, Batch Panel Interface and RFID
interfaces.  Prior to that, Tim held various positions at
Aggregate Industries ranging from batching operator,
dispatcher, IT manager, operation supervisor to business
system manager.  Most recently, Tim worked at Cisco Systems
in the position of Web-based / Cloud Applications support.
 
Tim has focused a major part of his career on helping
companies implement new technologies to better streamline
business processes.  He looks forward to applying his expertise
to help concrete producers decrease IT costs, improve their
productivity and operation efficiency.  Tim believes that
ConcreteGo.com has the potential to change the way the Ready
Mix business embraces technology for central dispatch. "Now
there is a viable way to decrease IT costs and save time so
producers can focus on operations and customers."
 
Tim earned degrees in Business Information Systems from the
University of Phoenix and Computing Networking from
Anthem College.  He now resides in Acton, MA with his wife
and three sons.  Tim enjoys spending time with his family,
traveling, learning new technologies and coaching youth
hockey.
 
Please swing by booth #13 to meet Tim in person.  If you're not
attending this year, don't hesitate to reach out to him at
tdoncaster@sysdynecorp.com.
  
IN ADDITION, Jill Zhang, President of SYSDYNE, will
present an educational lecture on the benefits of the "cloud" for
the concrete industry. Take a few minutes to learn about cloud
services (such as web-based dispatch) and how they can cut
costs and reduce your company's carbon footprint.
 
All lectures take place between 2:45 - 4:15 PM.
   
DON'T FORGET! Visit our new website to learn about our
web-based central dispatch program:
 

www.ConcreteGo.com
 

 



 
 
Navigate through the pages to find out more about the benefits
of being in "the cloud", see testimonials and demo videos, use
our savings calculator, and more!  
  
ABOUT SYSDYNE:
 
Founded in 1976, Sysdyne develops, manufactures and
supports batch-control systems and dispatch solutions for
concrete producers in the U.S. and around the world. Sysdyne
excels at providing simple, reliable, flexible and affordable
products, and excellent customer service. Sysdyne leads the
industry in its application of the newest cloud-computing
technology to its central dispatch solution, ConcreteGo.com.
 
Sysdyne Contact: Samantha Cosentino
1055 Summer Street, 1st Floor
Stamford, CT 06905
U.S.A.
Phone: 1-203-327-3649
Fax: 1-203-325-3600
Email: scosentino@sysdynecorp.com
Websites: www.sysdynecorp.com / www.concretego.com
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